a framework for understanding function and organizasniffing the air for clues to the environment, the tion at the cellular, anatomical, and systems level. The fragrance of friends, the smell of leaf smoke, analysis of these receptors has fundamentally changed breakfast, nighttime and bedtime, and a rose, our approach to characterizing the olfactory system. even, it is said, the odor of sanctity.… If and Although the importance of receptor protein in olfactory when we reach an understanding of these cells discrimination and detection had long been anticipated, and their functions, including the moods and few if any investigators would have suspected the direct whims under their governance, we will know a role of these molecules in establishing the organization lot more about the mind than we do now, a world and molecular logic of the mammalian olfactory system. away.
the notion that we may have lost many of our receptor lated cDNAs that shared hallmarks with other known genes when we became bipedal and removed our noses GPCRs. The properties of this gene family fulfilled sevfrom the ground. Additional analysis of the OR subfamileral other criteria predicted for the long-sought odorant ies in rodents and humans suggests that entire subfamilreceptors. Namely, there were hundreds of related reies have been lost during the divergence of these speceptors encoded in the mammalian genome, and the cies while others have been significantly expanded. expression of these receptors was restricted to olfactory These species-specific genetic expansions and conepithelium. The molecular identification of these odorant tractions likely reflect the differences in odor environreceptors has driven intense interdisciplinary efforts foment and behaviorally relevant stimuli. cused on three broad questions. How is the OR gene A number of forces drive the dynamic evolution of the family in different species organized and their expres-OR gene family. The organization of OR genes, distribsion regulated? What is the ligand selectivity of individuted onto essentially every chromosome, contributes to ual odorant receptors and how does this define odorant this rapid evolution. Highly homologous receptors are coding at the cellular level? What is the role of odorant tightly clustered in the genome and are frequently loreceptors in the anatomical and functional organization cated at subtelomeric regions where genetic exchange of the olfactory epithelium, olfactory bulb, and in higher is favored (Mefford and Trask, 2002) . In addition, unequal brain centers? This review summarizes our current unrecombination between related receptors within a genoderstanding in each of these areas and highlights major mic cluster may contribute to the expansion of specific unresolved issues in olfactory research. 
subfamilies (Lane et al., 2001). The identification and characterization of mammalian Genomic Organization and Evolution of ORs

